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iJn j ~ 
at+ div--e-(Nd- n)(~ + ~b+ n~ +~ext) 

+ (N a+ n) n ([3' + ~~ + nW) = 0, (2.32) 

iJee . • Te- T ( Te )'Ia ---at+ divWe-E·J +An--T- T 

- (Nd- n) [kT~ + kT~b- nBo~ + (sext- E0) ~extl (2.33) 

+ (Na + n) n [kT,W + kT,~~- n0Wl = 0. 

By solving this system of two equations together 
with the transport equations one can uniquely de-

termine Te and the non-equilibrium values of n 
for various processes. 

1 V. P. Shabanskii, J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. 
(U.S.S.R.) 31, 657 (1956), Soviet Phys. JETP 4, 
497 (1957). 

Translated by W. H. Furry 
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Production of electron or J.L -meson pairs on nucleons by high-energy gamma-quanta is exam
ined. It is shown under what conditions the cross sections for these processes can be expressed 
in terms of the electromagnetic form factors of the free nucleon. 

l. An investigation of the cross sections of the 
radiation processes involving production of elec
trons and J.L mesons from nucleons at large angles, 
makes it possible to judge the electromagnetic 
properties of the nucleon (form factors) 1 or, if 
these are known from other experiments, to deter
mine the limits of validity of modern quantum elec
trodynamics. 

It was indicated in reference 2 that the electro
magnetic form factor of the free nucleon can be 
written in the form (ti = c = 1 ): 

where q is the momentum transferred by the 
electromagnetic field to the nucleon ( q2 = q2 - q~; 
q = qv'Yv ), M is the nucleon mass, and a ( q2 ) and 
b ( q2 ) are real functions. When q2 goes to zero, 
a ( q2 ) goes to 1 or 0 for protons and neutrons re
spectively, and b ( q2 ) goes to the anomalous mag
netic moment J.Lo (in nuclear magnetons ) . Sub
stantial deviations from these limiting values of 
a ( q2 ) and b ( q2 ) are expected when q ~ J.L, where 
J.L is the mass of the pion. We shall therefore be 
interested in recoils q;::, J.L, i.e., as will be seen 
later on, in sufficiently large angles. Furthermore, 
to determine the form factor b ( q2 ) it is necessary 

to consider large recoils, since b ( q2 ) enters into 
the formula together with the factor q ( M) ( 1). 

2. We consider the production of electron or 
muon pairs on nucleons by gamma quanta. Graphs 
corresponding to this process are divided into two 
groups. In the first group (1a) only one photon 
line goes to the nucleon line. Along this photon 
line the nucleon acquires a recoil momentum 
q = k - P+ - p_ ( P+ and p_ are the momenta of 
the pair components and k is the momentum of 
the incident quantum). These are graphs having 
the electromagnetic vertex part of the free nucleon, 
and can be expressed in terms of functions a and 
b of formula (1) by inserting r J.L from formula (1) 
when writing the matrix elements corresponding 
to graphs (1a). In the second group, two photon 
lines go to the nucleon portion of the graph ( Figs. 
lb and 1c indicate the general form of such a graph 
and two simplest graphs for a nucleon interacting 
only with the electromagnetic field). It is impos
sible to account for the meson interactions for 
these by introducing simple form factors of type 
(1). 

As to the matrix elements of such graphs, it 
can be assumed that they are of the same order 
of magnitude (or less) as the matrix elements 
of the simplest graphs (1c), corresponding to the 
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process that takes place on a point nucleon inter-

acting only with the electromagnetic field. The 
interaction with meson fields leads to a smearing 
of the electromagnetic charge of the nucleon which, 
apparently, reduces the matrix elements compared 
with the corresponding ones for the point nucleon. 
These considerations can be confirmed by direct 
examination of several very simple meson graphs. 
Consequently, rmder these conditions, when it is 
possible to neglect graphs 1c compared with 1a, 
the cross section of the process can be expressed 
in terms of the quantities a ( q2 ) and b ( q2 ) and 
this takes care of the influence of the meson fields. 

The matrix elements corresponding to graphs 
1a and 1c are: 

(2) 

M 3(2 )4-U(P){ i(i\+k)-M ~ + e i(P.-k)-M }U(P)-( ) Yv. ( ) 
c=-e 7t: 2 Yv. 2Pl·k Y2w Y2w. -2P.·k Yv. lup_-q~vp+, (3) 

pk =p·W- zw; P2 = P1 + q; ql = P+ + p_; 

P 1 and P 2 are the momenta of the initial and final 
nucleons, m is the mass of the light particles, and 
e = ej.Lyj.L where ej.L is the polarization vector of 
the gamma quantum. 

In order of magnitude 

M ~--- 1----e• (27t)4 e•p ( q•p) 1 • 
a Vw p·k ' Ep q• , 

e• (27t)• e•p I q•p) 1 • 
Me~ Yw P·k \ 1- EP qi ' 

(4) 

p is the momentum of any one of the light particles 
(we assume that their momenta are of the same 
order ) , P is the momentum of the nucleon, and 
E is its energy. 

From the Weizsli.ker3 analysis of radiation 
processes it is clear that the principal contribu
tion to the total cross section will be made at large 
energies by Ma, since the principal contribution 
to the double cross section is introduced by the 
angles J ~ m/p, and at such angles Ma » Mb. 
We are interested, however, in large Q (q ~ j.L > 
m), which corresponds to large angles ( J ~ j.t/p). 
It is therefore necessary to examine the ratio of 
Ma to Me at such angles. 

From (4) we see that Ma consists of two terms 
whose ratio is proportional to '""'I q 1/E. Neglect
ing the terms '""' I q 1/E means considering only 
small recoils I q I « M, neglecting the energies 
transferred to the nucleon, and neglecting the term 
containing b ( q2 ) in the expression (1). In order 
to be able to discard graphs 1c without making 
such approximations, it is necessary to s.atisfy 
the condition 

2 

.!:R_ p. k _!!_!__ -:J> 1 (5) 
Ep p·k q2 • 

Recoils I q I ~ j.L mean that the momenta of the 
light particles should be greater than j.L ( w, 
I P+ I, I P- I > j.L > m). Then, when J « 1 (it will 
be shown below that only this case is of impor
tance ) , we have 

p·k ~ ~ [m2 + (p&)2], q•p ~ p (E-M)+ 0 (p2&2), p 

q2 ~ 0 (p2&2), qi ~2m2+ 0 (p2&2), (6) 

P ·k ~ Mw + 0 (p2&2). 

From the energy-conservation law (the nucleon 
was at rest before collision) we have 

E-M= 0 (p2&2/M). (7) 

Insertion of (6) and (7) into (5) gives the condi
tions under which it is possible to consider only 
graphs 1a 

&2<:{:: Mjp, P-3> M. (8) 

The first of conditions (8) imposes limitations on 
the energies acquired by the recoil nucleon during 
the process. It follows from (7) and (8) that the 
recoil energies are considerably smaller than the 

- energies of the light particles ( E ~ p): E « p. 
If the second condition of (8) is not satisfied 
( p ~ M), then Ma » Me as before, but the terms 
with I q 1/E in Ma are of the same order as in 
M0 , and consequently all these, including those 
containing b ( q2 ), should be discarded. We then 
obtain for the quanta with energy w ~ M and 
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angles J.2 « M/ w "' 1 the ordinary Bethe-Heitler 
formula multiplied by a2 ( q2 ) ( q2 = q2 for I q I « 
M, and the recoil energy of the nucleon is neg
lected). 

3. If conditions (8) are satisfied we obtain, by 
inserting expression (1) in lieu of r 11- into Eq. (3), 
the probability of pair production on a nucleon at 
rest. 

dW = (2rrf4 1 Ma 12 (2Tef9 d3p+d3p_a (M +w-s+- e:_ (9) 

-[M2 +(w-p+ -p_)2]'1•). 

Integrating (9) over the absolute value of the mo
mentum p_ and then averaging over the polariza
tion of the gamma-quantum and summing over the 
spins of the pair components, we obtain (a = Yt37 ): 

dcr = (2~2 P+~:P+ do+ do_:. {a2 (q2) [fa-H + 4~.- f1] (10) 

+ 2a (q2) b (q2) 4~2 f + b2 (q2) 4~. [fa-H + 4~. f 1- f ]} • 

where 

16 p;_p:. (p;_ + p2_) (&+8-) 

[m2 + (p+&+)"l [m2 + (p_il_)"] 

8 2 f(p+ll+)" + (p_il_)2) P+P-
- w [m" + (P+il+)"J [m2 + (p_il_)2] ; 

(11) 

f =- 8 w2 [(p+&+) 2 + (p_&_) 2] I [m2 + (p+&J2] [m2 + (p_&_)2]: 

f1 = 8 m• (p+- p_)" w2 I [m2 + (p+&+) 2] [m2 + (p_&_)2]; 

q2 = (p+&+ + p_&_)" =2M (w- p+- p_); (12) 

J.+ and J. _ are the angles between w and P+ and 
P- respectively ( w • J.± = 0). The modulus of P
should be expressed in terms of the remaining 
variables from the conservation laws. fB-H is 
the usual angular distribution of pairs at relativistic 
energies ( Bethe-Heitler). The remaining terms 
of (10) represent either corrections to account for 
the recoil or pair production due to the magnetic 
moment. All these tend to zero as M-oo, For
mulas (10) and (11) are correct for all angles J.2 

« M/p, i.e., q2 « Mp. Consequently, there exists 
a sufficiently broad region in which these formulas 
are of definite interest from the point of view of 
investigating the limits of validity of quantum 
electrodynamics and a study of the nucleon form 
factors 

(13) 

If small q "' 11- are considered it is possible to 
neglect recoil in (10). We then obtain the usual 
Bethe-Heitler formula for the angular distribution 
at higher energies, multiplied by a2 (q2 ): 

(14) 

For lower energies, p .$ M, formula (14), as al
ready indicated, remains valid in the angle inter
val J. « 1. 

However, if we do not neglect recoil, then for
mula (10) holds for angles J. "' iJ./p, and the terms 
with f1 can be neglected for angles J. » 11-IP in 
production of a pair of muons, and for all angles 
(13) in production of a pair of electrons, since then 

I f1l II fa-HI ~2m• /(p&)2 ~ 1 

(lftl/lfB-HI«1 alsofor IP+-P-I«P±)· In 
all the above cases formula (10) becomes 

dcr = ~ P+P-dP+ do do ·q-4 1a2 (q2) fa-H (15) 
(21t)2 "'3 +' - \ 

+ 2a (q2) b (q2) tM" f + b2 (q2) 4%2 [fa-H- fl} · 
By determining the angular distribution at various 
energies it is possible, in principle, using formulas 
(10) to (15), to obtain the values of the form factors2 

or, if these are ki:town, to ch~ck how substantially 
the electromagnetic interaction varies at high en
ergies. 

4. If we integrate the o -function in (9) over the 
angle between the projections of the vectors P+ 
and p_ on a plane perpendicUlar to the direction 
w (p+J.+ and p_J._), and then integrate over the 
angles J. + and J. _ to a certain J.max ( J.max « 
M/p) at constant P+ and p_, i.e., at constant 
q2 ( 12), we obtain the e!lergy distribution of the 
pair particles that travel in the cone J.± ~ J.max· 

The integration should be over the ·region 
bounded by inequalities 

I q2 - x2 - y2 1 -:C 2 xy; x -:C A+, y -:C A_, (16) 

X= p+&+; Y = p_&_; A+= p+.&max; A_= p_.&max• 

Integration over region (16) can be performed rig
orously only if I p+- p_l:::: -./q2/J.max or approxi
mately if A~ » q2 (P+ ::s p_ in the formulas that 
follow). 

For the case A~ » q2 we get 

d 3 dp+dp_ 2M { 2 ( 2) ["" + q2 "" ] cr = OC --c;;a-· {j4 a q ""B-H 4M2 - ""I 

+ 2a (q2) b (q2) 4~2 li> + b• (q2) 4~2 · [Wa-H+· 4~. lP1- li> ]} ; 

(17) 

4> - ( 2 + p2 ) q" L- 2p p [I + 2m" L] . 
B-H- P + - Y q• +4q"m" + - Y q• + 4q•m• , 

Q> = - 2w2{2ln P+&max + m• L} ; 
m Vq• + 4q2m2 

(18) 
Q> -- (p+-P-l" w2 m2 L· 

1 - P+P- Vq• + 4q2m2 ' 

L = In [Y-q• + 4q"m2- q2) m2 
;;V::-=q::;=• =:=+===;4;'=q•;;=m=';;2-:( q':'" --:+'-m-2;::-) --:+-'q-:2-:( q-:2--:+-3;;-m-;::-2) 
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For q2 « M2 ( q2 ~ IL 2 ) we neglect all the terms 
in (17) except for the first one, containing 4>B-H· 
For q2 » m2 it is possible to neglect 11> 1 entirely, 
the remaining functions assume the simple form 

<PB-H = (p+ + p:._) q2L) V q4 + 4q2m2 - 2p+p_; 

<P =- 4w2 1n (p+.&max 1m). 

We leave L in its previous form, in view of 
the large coefficients in the terms with m2• 

Formula (17) can still be integrated over 
dp+ for P+ + p_ = const ~ w ( q2 = const) and 
2Mdp_ = - dq2• Then, for q2 » m2: 

da = - ~3 .!!:!L {a2 (q2) [ q• L - J...] 
3q• V q• + 4q2m2 2 

(19) 

-3ab- In-- -1 q2 L <Ullmax -j 
M2 2m 

(20) 

+ b2 ..!!_ [ . q•L + 6 In <Ullmax _ ~]} • 
4M 2 V q• + 4q•m• 2m 2 

Analogous results can also be obtained for 
bremsstrahlung. For this purpose it is necessary 
to replace in the matrix elements (2) 

and in formulas (9) to take d3p2d3w/ ( 27T )6 instead 
of the statistical factor d3p+d3p_ / ( 27T )6 • The re
sults can be obtained from formulas (10) to (15) 
by substituting 

P+P-dP+ do do -:. ].2_ d<U do do · 
(i)3 + - Pt (1.) Pz Wt 

( J-2 is the angle between p2 and p1 ) • 

In conclusion, the author expresses sincere 
gratitude to I. M. Shmushkevich for suggesting 
the topic and for valuable advice. 

1 G. E. Masek and W. K. H. Panofsky, Phys. Rev. 
101, 1094 (1956); Masek, Lazarus, and Panofsky, 
Phys. Rev. 103, 374 (1956). 

2 Akhiezer, Rozentsveig, and Shmushkevich, 
J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. 33, 765 (1957), Soviet 
Phys. JETP 6, 588 (1958). 

3 c. F. Weizsaker, z. Physik 88, 612 (1934). 
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A discussion is given of the correlation of the polarization of internal-conversion electrons 
with the direction of emission of the electrons in the preceding {3 -decay. If one neglects the 
Coulomb field of the nucleus, then in the case of a magnetic multipole the polarization is lon
gitudinal and does not depend on the energy. In the case of an electric multipole both longi
tudinal and transverse polarizations occur, with dependence on the energy. 

l. Owing to the nonconservation of parity in {3- possess a preferred polarization.* This effect can 
decay the daughter nucleus is polarized in the di- be used both in studying {3 -decay and also in study-
rection of the emitted {3 -decay electron (the par- ing the properties of nuclear levels, since (as will 
ent nucleus is supposed unpolarized, and the direc- be shown below) the character of the polarization 
tion of emission of the neutrino is'not observed). 
Therefore if an internal-conversion process occurs 
after the {3 -decay, the conversion electrons must 

*Our attention was called to the existence of such an 
effect by A. I. Alikhanov and V. A. Liubimov. 


